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-----------------------------------------------------Abstract--------------------------------------------------------- 

Code Reuse is currently one of the most active and creative research areas in Computer Science. Code reuse is 

the use of existing software to build new software. Reuse and reusability are the two important factors in the 

software development. Reusability implies some explicit management of build, packaging, distribution, 

installation, configuration, deployment, and maintenance and upgrade issues. The paper identifies the scope, 
recent trends and future scope of software reuse. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Code reuse is called Software reuse. Software reuse is the process of creating new software systems 

from existing software components. Reuse has an enormous impact on productivity. The following elements of 
software reused are software specifications, designs, tests cases, data, prototypes, plans, documentation, 

frameworks and templates. Reusability is the degree to which the artifacts can be reused. The ability to use all or 

the greater part of the same programming code or system design in another application. Reusability is the 

segment of source code that can be used to add new functionalities with slight or localizes code modifications 

when a change in implementation is required. Reusability is the extent to which a software component is able to 

be reused. Reusable modules and classes increase the prior testing reduce implementation time & use has 

eliminated bugs & no modification. Reusability is the degree to which the artifacts can be reused. Conformance 

to appropriate design and coding standards increases a component's reusability. 
 

 

A set of candidate principles for software reuse are as follows: 
 

 

[1] Build software domain architecture as a framework for reuse activities. 

[2] Use a software development process that promotes and controls reuse. 

[3] Reuse more than just code. 

[4] Practice domain engineering. 

[5] Integrate reuse into project management, quality management and software engineering activity. 

[6] Organize the enterprise to facilitate partnering to achieve reuse across product boundaries. 

[7] Use automation to support reuse. 

[8] Couple modern reuses theory and technology with natural, traditional organizational reuse practices 
 

II. TYPES OF SOFTWARE REUSE 

The concerning motivation and driving factors, reuse can be: 

[1] Opportunistic Reuse: They can use in existing components or projects. Opportunistic reuse can be     

[2] categorized further: 

 Internal reuse: A team reuses its own components 

 External reuse: A team may choose to license a third-party component 

[3] Planned Reuse: They will be reusable in future projects. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software
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Figure 1: Types of Reuse 

III. THE MAJOR STEPS IN A SOFTWARE REUSE PROCESS 

The following some important steps are shown in Table 1. 
 

Table 1: Software Reuse Process 

 

S.NO. SOFTWAR REUSE PROCESS 

1 Specifying the object to be created 

2 Searching the project, domain, and general databases for reuse candidates 

3 Evaluating the candidates to determine which (if any) should be used 

 

4 Modifying, if necessary, to fit specific needs 

5 Integrating the reusable component(s) 

6 Validating the system including the new component(s) 

7 Feeding back the knowledge regarding the payoff of reuse 

 

3.1 BENEFIT OF SOFTWARE REUSE 

A reusable component may be code, but the bigger benefits of reuse come from a broader and higher-

level view of what can be reused. Software reuse can cut software development time and costs. The major 

advantages for software reuse are as following: 
 

 Increase software productivity. 

 The systematic development of reusable components. 

 Improve software system interoperability. 

 Shorten software development time. 

 Produce better quality software. 

 Develop software with fewer people. 

 Move personnel more easily from project to project. 

 The systematic reuse of these components as building blocks to create new systems. 

 Reduce maintenance costs & software development. 

 Produce more standardized software. 
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IV. LIMITATIONS OF SOFTWARE REUSE 

Limitations for software reuse are as follows: 
 

Table 2: Limitations of Software Reuse 
 

S.NO LIMIATIONS 

1 It increases the maintenance cost 

2 Creating and maintaining a component library 

3 Lack of tool support 

4 Not-invented-here syndrome 

5 Finding, understanding and adapting reusable components 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
In this Paper, we consider a few concepts, process and principles that have a positive impact on 

software reuse. We have reviewed the history of software Reuse & Reusability, the current trends and existing 
problems, and specific difficulties, which are helpful for increasing reuse and reusability. 
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